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N last month’s issue we announced

that Mark Johnston Racing was

making two new partnerships

available for 2018, following the

success of similar partnerships in recent

years.

Kingsley Park 8 offers prospective

partners the chance to have a share in

three yearlings to be purchased by Mark

at the yearling sales which have just

begun. It’s a charter for dreamers,

although recent experience suggests a

decent level of success can reasonably

be anticipated, as with dual winner

Poetic Steps and 91-ratedTeofonic.  

Kingsley Park 9 – Ready To Run

follows in the footsteps of our earlier

partnership opportunities which have

centred on horses ready to run, and run

often. The first Kingsley Park –Ready

To Run Partnership included Duke

Street, whose five wins for the

partnership came in a glittering period

of 10 weeks in the summer of 2015,

while Sennockian Star and Gold

Merlion have already struck this year

for KP7.

We thought it might be helpful for us

to offer potential KP8 or KP9 members

some insight from a present partner as

to what it’s like to be part of the

Kingsley Park Partnerships team.

Stewart Taylor, from Pontefract, has

been a member of three Kingsley Park

Partnerships – KP2, KP5 and KP6. We

asked him how he had found the

Kingsley Park experience to date. 

“I’ve been really impressed by the

level of communication with the

stable,” Stewart told the Klarion. 

“Members receive regular updates on

the progress of their horses, are sent

photographs and videos of their horses

I

on the gallops, and receive emails about

entries and declarations, together with

race and post-race reports on their

runners. 

“I also love the visits to the stables,”

Stewart told us. 

“You are made to feel very welcome

by Mark and his team.”  

Asked to name his favourite part of

his involvement with Kingsley Park,

Stewart had no hesitation in focusing on

the social aspect of the partnerships. 

“For me, it’s the friendship of the

partners,” commented Stewart. 

“Sharing the ups and downs make it a

much richer experience, in my view.” 

And as all racehorse owners know,

the game is all about dealing with the

ups and downs, the rough and the

smooth.

What, we wondered, made the

Kingsley Park Partnerships stand out for

Stewart? Why should people looking to

make their first venture into the world

of racehorse ownership consider KP8 or

KP9 as an ideal first step?

The KP partnerships offer value
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Partners see their horses out during a Partnership Day 

KP6 partners with their Villa Tora after her Hamilton win

Sennockian Star set to clock up a ton!
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LL things being equal, the

remarkable Sennockian Star

is likely to make his 100th

racecourse appearance during

September in the colours of KP7 –

Ready To Run.

In 98 runs to date, the seven-year-old

Rock of Gibraltar gelding has won 14

races, been placed second 14 times and

third 12 times. His career earnings top

£311,000. Across his long career, his

win strike rate is 14.28%, and his placed

(1,2,3) strike rate 40.82%.

Sennockian Star is also a model of

versatility. Five of his wins have come

on the all-weather (at Lingfield,

Kempton and Chelmsford), and his nine

turf wins have been achieved on ground

ranging from good to soft to good to

firm. He has even finished second four

times on ground officially described as

soft.

Winning distances range from seven

furlongs to a mile and a half, and he has

won races on a range of tracks, from

Glorious Goodwood and Epsom to

Ascot and Chester. His most valuable

success came at Ayr where, although

finishing second in the Listed Doonside

Cup in 2014, he was subsequently

awarded the race on the disqualification

of Sky Hunter.

Across the seasons, he has provided

followers of the yard with so many

memories. Leading home a stable 1-3-4

in the bet365.com Stakes at Glorious

A“Of course, it’s all about value for

money,” Stewart told the Klarion. 

“You only have to compare the

Kingsley Park terms and conditions to

those of some of the other syndicates on

offer elsewhere to see that. In all cases,

except in the Kingsley Park partnerships,

there are no financial guarantees on

offer.”

Stewart was referring to the dual

aspects of the guarantee made by Mark

which set apart the Kingsley Park

partnerships from the vast array of

ownership opportunities on offer. First,

as with all horses within Mark’s care, the

daily rate of training fee applicable to

horses running for the KPPs includes the

cost of all veterinary treatments which

might be necessary, covering everything

from routine vaccination to undergoing

major operations at prestigious

establishments, such as the equine

hospital in Newmarket.

Experience

Above all, the clincher for Stewart is

Mark’s financial guarantee that partners

will never be asked to contribute more

than they have agreed to pay at the outset

of the partnership. In effect, Mark

Johnston Racing underwrites each

partnership, allowing investors to enjoy

the ownership experience without having

to worry about the possibility of ‘hidden

extras’ being charged.

So if you would like to join Stewart

and the other KP partners, we’d be

delighted to hear from you. Details for

both new partnerships are available on

the website,

www.markjohnstonracing.com. Get in

touch with Mark and the team as soon as

possible; Kingsley Park is waiting for

your call.

for money
Goodwood in 2014 was a memorable

success, as was his win in the historic

City and Suburban Stakes at Epsom

earlier that year. Win or lose, he can

always be relied upon to give of his

best.

What really sets Sennockian Star

apart from the vast majority of

racehorses, however, is the fact that he

has retained his ability across a number

of seasons and has performed with

admirable consistency across the years.

Since his rating rose above 90 for the

first time, after a win at Ayr in the July

of his three-year-old season in 2013, he

has been able to maintain that level until

the present day. When he ran at

Hamilton on August 25, he did so off a

mark of 90.

Furthermore, since being brought

into the KP7 fold at the beginning of

December last year, when he started off

by running second at odds of 14/1 at

Wolverhampton, he has lived up to his

name. ‘Star’ has won three races, and

finished second or third seven times.

Few horses epitomise better the

stable ethos of ‘Always Trying’, and, as

he approaches his century of runs, it’s

entirely fitting that this admirable

gelding runs for a partnership whose

horses are “Ready To Run”. Let’s

celebrate a remarkable horse, and a

fantastic achievement. Would it be

asking the fates too much to look

forward to a win in outing 100?

Sennockian Star and Joe Fanning have teamed up in six of
the Rock Of Gibraltar gelding’s 14 career wins
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